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ansys hfss uses the ansys high-performance computing (hpc) engine as
well as the ansys electromagnetics suite (ems) with its best-in-class
electromagnetic modeling solutions. ems is based on finite element
analysis (fea) and finite volume analysis (fva) for virtually all
electromagnetic modeling in ansys hfss. ems is a compilation of many
powerful electromagnetic modeling solutions, including coupled
electromagnetic hfss/hems, electromagnetic hfss/dfd, electromagnetic
hfss/complex, electromagnetic hfss/polarizability, and electromagnetic
hems/polarizability. ansys ems is used for virtually all hfss
electromagnetic modeling. learn about the latest updates and newest
functionality in ansys hfss. this webinar will show new features &
capabilities in detail, including flex pcb modeling and simulation
support, ic design flows with encrypted ip, and further reductions in
simulation turnaround time without accuracy loss. versions:suitesparse/
4.4.4-intel-2015b-parmetis-4.0.3suitesparse/4.6-intel-2015b-parmetis-4.
5.4-foss-2017a-metis-5.1.0suitesparse/4.4-intel-2017a-parmetis-4.4-int
el-2017a-metis-5.5-foss-2017b-parmetis-4.5-intel-2017b-parmetis-4.5-in
tel-2017b-metis-5.6-foss-2017b-metis-5.6-intel-2017b-metis-5.0suitesp
arse/5.2-foss-2017b-parmetis-4.3suitesparse/5.2-foss-2017b-metis-5.2-f
oss-2018a-metis-5.2-foss-2018b-metis-5.2-intel-2017b-parmetis-4. the
ansys electromagnetics suite for microprocessor (ems3mp) is a solution
for the analysis and simulation of electromagnetic problems in
embedded systems. the ems3mp is a static simulator for
electromagnetic devices and electronic circuits (including antennas) as
well as a physical simulation software for electromagnetic and thermal
analysis. em3mp is capable of supporting a wide range of
electromagnetic models (e.g., high and low-frequency circuits,
antennas, circuits with lumped elements, mixed electromagnetic and
thermal analysis, etc.).
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ansys power system student is a versatile product design and analysis
solution that enables the development of innovative and advanced
power electronic products. ansys power system student includes

support for multiple disciplines including power electronics,
semiconductors, capacitors, inductors, transmission lines, cables,

relays, and controls. ansys circuit designer student is a professional-
level product design software that offers a unique and innovative

approach to circuit design and analysis. ansys circuit designer student
uses a simple, intuitive, yet powerful graphical user interface (gui) that
helps students rapidly create circuit diagrams with intuitive controls.

once a circuit is drawn, ansys circuit designer student can automatically
calculate i/o, ic, vdd, vss, power, frequency, pnp & npn, voltage &

current divider factors, and more. description:'the voro-- library has
been designed to carry out three-dimensional computations of the

voronoi tessellation. a distinguishing feature of the voro-- library is that
it carries out cell-based calculations, computing the voronoi cell for

each particle individually. it is particularly well-suited for applications
that rely on cell-based statistics, where features of voronoi cells (eg.

volume, centroid, number of faces) can be used to analyze a system of
particles.' description:'locarna is a collection of alignment tools for the

structural analysis of rna. given a set of rna sequences, locarna
simultaneously aligns and predicts common structures for your rnas. in

this way, locarna performs sankoff-like alignment and is in particular
suited for analyzing sets of related rnas without known common

structure.' 5ec8ef588b
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